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May 28, 2014
IP and APIs: What protection
 is available for software
 Application Programming
 Interfaces?
 The patentability of computer-
related subject matter continues
 to evolve rapidly. This
 presentation will cover the
 eligibility and scope of
 protection available to APIs.
 Click for details.

June 9-13, 2014
Intellectual Property
 Workshop
 Hosted by the University of
 Windsor Faculty of Law and the
 Centre for Executive and
 Professional Education. Click
 for details. 

June 12, 2014
CBA IP Day 2014
 Join the Canadian Bar
 Association as they pay tribute
 to retiring members of the
 Federal Courts and the IP bar
 that have made significant
 contributions to the field. Click
 for details.

June 19, 2014
York Region MedEdge 2014
 Summit
The fourth annual MedEdge
 Summit at the Richmond Hill
 Centre for the Performing Arts.
 The focus of this year's event
 will be "Experience the Journey:
 Innovations in Personalized
 Medicine". Click for details.
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Music and Copyright: How the Supreme Court Struck the Right
 Note in Robinson (Even if its Timing was a Little Off!)
 
May 14, 2014 by Carys Craig and Guillaume Laroche  

In the recent case of Cinar Corporation v Robinson, the Supreme Court of
 Canada considered the scope of copyright in a children’s television show. The
 defendants’ show, Robinson Sucroë, was, frankly, so similar in its essential
 elements to that developed by plaintiff Claude Robinson that few people, if any,
 were surprised by the Court’s finding of infringement. More surprising was that
 the Court took the opportunity to make, in passing, some important and
 groundbreaking pronouncements about the proper approach to establishing
 infringement—of musical works. This aspect of the judgment, in our opinion,
 struck exactly the right note. Unfortunately the timing was a little off; the judgment
 was released only a day or two after our recent chapter, Out of Tune: Why
 Copyright Law Needs Music Lessons, was sent to the presses. In this post, we
 take the opportunity to reflect on how the Court’s statement in Robinson bears on
 the arguments we advanced in the chapter. We like to think that our chapter,
 together with the passage in Robinson, strikes a consonant—if arpeggiated—
chord.

Read more
 
Dr. Carys Craig is an Associate Professor at Osgoode Hall Law School.
 Guillaume Laroche received his LLM from Osgoode Hall Law School in October
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Will Amazon Get Burned for Playing with Fyre?

 May 16, 2014 by Jaimie Franks

Has Amazon, the hero of online shopping and home of the
 Kindle, become the newest provider of pay-per-view porn?
 According to WREAL, the company behind the adult
 entertainment streaming device and website FyreTV®, this is
 just a taste of the confusion apparently created by the launch of
 Amazon’s similarly named Fire TV. Consequently, attorneys on
 behalf of WREAL submitted an official complaint against
 Amazon for trade-mark infringement.

Read more
 
Jaimie Franks is an IPilogue Editor and a JD Candidate at
 Osgoode Hall Law School.

Privacy Rights Out of Focus as Colorado Court
 Zooms in on First Amendment

 May 22, 2014 by Sabrina Ding

 In Kristina Hill, Brian Edwards and Thomas Privitere v Public
 Advocate of the United States, a homosexual couple who had
 posted an engagement photo on their blog were devastated to
 discover that the image had been used in two political
 advertisements that opposed same-sex marriage. After realizing
 the advertisements had been sent to several thousand people
 without their permission, the couple asserted both a copyright
 infringement and unlawful appropriation of name and likeness
 claim. The defendants argued that their unauthorized use of the
 photo was justified under the First Amendment and, to the
 couple's dismay, the United States District Court for the District
 of Colorado agreed.

 Read more

Sabrina Ding is an IPilogue editor and a JD Candidate at
 Osgoode Hall Law School. 

 June 30th, 2014
IT.CAN Student Writing
 Contest 2014
 Held by the Canadian IT Law
 Association, this competition is
 open to students with
 publishable papers in a suitable
 IT/IP field. Click for details.

July 1st, 2014
Canada's IP Writing Challenge
 2014
 The Intellectual Property
 Institute of Canada (IPIC) and
 IP Osgoode invite submissions
 from law students, graduate
 students, and professionals.
 Click for details.

Looking to expand your prior art
 search? You can now find the
 Canadian Intellectual Property
 Office's (CIPO) patent
 documents on PATENTSCOPE,
 the free patent database
 created by the World Intellectual
 Property Organization (WIPO).
 Search for Canada’s patents
 along with 36 million
 international patent documents
 here. 

 2012.
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Recent Posts

Reminder: Canada's IP Writing Challenge 2014

 May 16, 2014 by IPOsgoode

There are just under two months left to submit your entry to our 6th annual
 Canada’s IP Writing Challenge. The winner from each category will receive a
 prize of $1000 (CAD), publication on the IP Osgoode website, and consideration
 for publication in the Canadian Intellectual Property Review and/or the
 Intellectual Property Journal.  The deadline to submit is 5pm EDT, Tuesday July
 1, 2014. Submissions can be sent to iposgoode@osgoode.yorku.ca. 

 Read more
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